The supply chain is currently enjoying incredible change as technology, new innovative business models and start-ups are changing the way goods are brought to market. This graphic explores some of the companies in some of the most exciting areas of the business that are flexing their muscles to disrupt, change, and give customers what they want when they want it.

Also, this might help the industry to be away ‘the face of the 3PLs, 4PLs and the supply chain.

Examples of established businesses in this area include:

- Con-way, YRCW, JB Hunt, Schneider, CH Robinson, TNT, Purolator
- Amazon, FedEx, UPS
- Expeditors, Ryder and DHL
- Wal-mart and<br>
- value-added warehouse services providers and more.
- Transfix - labelled the ‘Uber of trucking’, Transfix provides industry-leading mobility and logistics services.
- Flexe - connect local shippers with carrier companies who have extra space in their trucks.
- Routific - Simple delivery route planning built for light-speed contract intermediation to boost shipping efficiency.
- Loadsmart - brings you a powerful fleet manager with<br>
- Fast and light-speed contract intermediation to boost shipping efficiency.
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